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SeeleN is a 100% EVM compatible, high throughput and scalable public full-domain autonomous
basic public chain. seeleN uses a mature Tender-mint & DPoS consensus architecture to provide
efficient, highly accessible and transparent public chain basic services for full-domain autonomy.

Over recent years, the concepts of data assetization, on-chain assets, and metaverse have been
widely mentioned. however, unlike industries facing the public, such as traditional internet, many
industrial projects have such characteristics as complicated organizational structure, diverse asset
structure and complicated business structure, and a single solution can not match their diversified
needs. As a result, this problem gradually forms a gap between industrial projects and blockchain
technology selection.

We believe that data interconnection is the solution to the basic problems of succession and
transmission of digital assets, and the conflict of rights and interests in the process of publishing,
spreading and using digital assets can be solved through data interconnection.

With Seele public chain as the bottom layer, SeeleN is aimed at building a complete value chain,
and giving rise to a large number of new applications and new interaction modes. Our core goal is to
accomplish the sharing, building and win-win situation of data base resources from the infrastructure
level, to open up the pathway of resource asset exchange and value realization, and ultimately to
realize SeeleN DAO, an full-range autonomous ecology based on public chain.



Seele has been in development since 2018. 
The initial idea was the PoW public chain, the EDA Consensus Algorithm 

(https://medium.com/seeletech/block-chains-new-brain-an-introduction-to-seele-s-neural-consensus-
algorithm-9963749f03b5). Development into SPoW by 2020 
(https://cs.paperswithcode.com/paper/seele-s-new-anti-asic-consensus-algorithm)Anti-ASIC consensus 
algorithm public chain, and took the lead in developing the slicing technology and putting online the 
first version of the public chain.With the development of technology, some new public chains have 
emerged, such as polygon, BSC, Solana, fantom, Avalanche and so on. Meanwhile, Ethernet is also 
moving towards PoS+slice model as the technology evolves. The public chain is developing towards 
easy-to-use ecology and DApp landing place. In October 2021, we officially launched the new SeeleN 
public chain, the old public chain completed the transition smoothly, and the new public chain started 
the new eco-building. 

The new public chain adopts mature Tendermint & DPoS consensus, 100% EVM compatible, with
2000tps contract interaction, block out in seconds, no fork, and extremely low fees. Other EVM-
supported DApps can be quickly immigrated to SeeleChain.

Seele public chain aims to create a new global blockchain platform and ecosystem with the goal of
enabling asset trading and value delivery. Based on supernodes, the BFT-based POS consensus
mechanism is used to provide network stability and efficiency. Cross-chain calls, and Oracle machines
provide chain-to-chain on-chain and off-chain respectively, with built-in diversified digital pass issuance
mechanism and decentralized trading smart contracts, which greatly support ecological applications
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In terms of overall design, the Seele public chain is composed of a main chain, multiple application-
side chains, and an off-chain decentralized oracle network instead of a single-chain structure. The main
chain carries the issuance of core assets and circulation of value; the side chain undertakes a variety of
different applicationsThe Seele public chain will also issue a smart contract application chain for
application and development, and Enterprises with special needs can also issue side chains by themselves
and anchor the assets of the main chain. SeeleN can theoretically operate in an infinitely scalable
operation.The side chain and the main chain as well as the side chain and side chain communicate
through IBC (Inter-Blockchain Communication Protocol). The oracle system is used to connect the main
chain and the real world off the chain.
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The basic module offers on-chain governance and self-upgrading, which is the cornerstone of the entire 
system.

SeeleN Public Chain Technology

The public chain node architecture adopts a hierarchical design and consists of the underlying core 
(providing P2P network, data storage, BFT consensus algorithm), basic modules (on-chain autonomy, 
self-upgrading, etc.), core modules (assets issuance, decentralized exchange, oracle system), user 
applications (wallet, block explorer, exchange, payment gateway, etc.).

Goals of design:

• Second-level block confirmation, fast block generation, no fork.
• TPS of public network exceeds 1000.
• 21 supernodes worldwide, 100 candidate nodes.
• The main chain and side chains have clear functions, i.e., the main chain provides asset issuance,

payment, etc. and side chains provide large-scale applications.
• The built-in decentralized oracle system connects the on-chain and off-chain to provide services such

as data interaction outside the trusted chain.
• Provide rich ecological applications, especially payment.
• Provide on-chain and off-chain privacy computing protection .
• Realize the targeted payment function, conditional payment function, and programmable digital

currency function of assets issued.

On-chain Governance
The governance of Seele public chain includes various forms of on-chain community governance solutions, including
network proposals, automatic on-chain parameter adjustments, software upgrades and income distribution
proposals. The governance process of these proposals requires certain SNPs to be staked to ensure that the
proposal will not be abused, and that only users or nodes participating in the staking can vote on the proposals.

Staking The staking module is mainly responsible for maintaining system security and online governance.
The Seele public chain relies on supernodes to maintain the operation of the network, and only a staked SNP can
obtain a supernode election. Supernodes have the ability to generate blocks and obtain mining revenue. Ordinary
coin holders can delegate their SNPs to nodes and obtain the revenue distribution rights from them. The economic
model of staking is the economic foundation for the safe operation of the Seele public chain. Staking is also used for
online governance, and the operation of the public chain system is adjusted through the voting system.

slashing
In order to protect the network from malicious verifiers and ensure stable and efficient operation of the system, it is
necessary to introduce slashing on the basis of staking.
Slashing mainly deals with two situations, i.e., active wrongdoings of double signatures and passive wrongdoings of
poor applicability:
Double signatures. Voting for two blocks at the same block height violates consensus rules.
Poor applicability. Within a certain window of time, the number of blocks signed by the verifier is lower than a
certain threshold. It is usually caused by unstable or unavailable equipment or network of the supernode.
The slashing for double signatures and poor availability will deduct a certain percentage of the verifier's staked SNPs
as a penalty, and the deducted SNPs will be burned. In addition to deducting SNPs, the corresponding verifier will be
temporarily deprived of the qualification for supernode, during which the verifier will be deprived of the right to
participate in the consensus process.

Distribution of Mining Pools and GAS
This module determines the distribution of mining pools and GAS. Fees of transactions and tokens generated by
mining are redistributed based on everyone's contribution to the network.
The transaction fee aims to limit the growth of the state data of the full node and the sending of spam transactions,
while mining inflation aims to promote the rewards of staking and the work of supernode. For each block produced,
the Seele public chain will settle the mining tokens and transaction Fees generated in the previous block in real time.
These fees are distributed to the previous round of block generators, verifiers and community rewards.



SeeleN Network Architecture

In accordance with its objectives, SeeleN is architecturally designed with the following features:

SeeleN is a high-performance, scalable and customizable decentralized blockchain              

network. The goals of the SeeleN network are as follow:

Provide blockchain network support for ecological applications including private and public chains.

Build digital assets for ecosystems and applications using established contracts and development tools.

Build and deploy scalable and distributed Dapps.

Safety
The SeeleN network follows the security design principles and has stable and high security features. The design
of the traditional consensus mechanism cannot resist network attacks above the threshold. In contrast, SeeleN
provides a complete security guarantee, designing the attack threshold as a changeable parameter, which can
still ensure security when the attack exceeds the threshold.

Scalability
The SeeleN network is massively scalable and remains efficient. The SeeleN Core Consensus is capable of
supporting a global interconnected network of hundreds of millions and is compatible with high- and low-
power devices that operate seamlessly, featuring low latency and high-speed transactions.

Decentralization
The SeeleN network is a fully decentralized network without any form of centralized control. In the SeelN
network ecology, the division between different types of users can be avoided, and there is no difference
between miners, developers, and users.

Governance and Proposals
The SeeleN network is highly inclusive, allowing anyone to connect to the network and participate in
verification and governance. Any token holder can vote on proposals on key aspects such as financial
parameter changes and ecological development direction.

Flexibility
SeeleN can provide a general and flexible infrastructure for many applications and assets, and use the basic
token SEELE for transaction accounting, aiming to support the construction of applications and assets in a
value-neutral way. With EVM, existing applications and assets can be easily ported to the SeeleN network,
supporting multiple scripting languages and virtual machines, and various deployment scenarios.



The SeeleN network adopts a BFT-based POS consensus mechanism, which is based on a lightweight
network sampling mechanism to achieve low latency and high throughput. Node members directly
participate in consensus instead of PoW mining, avoiding high resource waste and ecological value
giveway.

SeeleN Network Architecture

Openness and Stability
Traditional blockchain consensus mechanisms require complete member consensus, which is relatively simple
in closed networks, but very difficult in decentralized networks. In contrast, SeeleN network consensus can
secure the network even if there is a quantization difference between two nodes and can be verified without a
full member consensus.

Adaptivity
SeeleN network consensus does not require complete synchronization to operate safely, and it can try to
prevent double-signature even in the face of network forks.

Low latency
Most blockchain networks today are unable to support large-scale commercial applications, such as daily
transactions and retail payments, which often take minutes or hours to complete transaction confirmations.
SeeleN network consensus can usually reach final confirmation in seconds, which is significantly faster than
other mechanisms.

High Throughput
The SeeleN network consensus mechanism can reach thousands of transactions per second while ensuring
complete decentralization. Throughput will be further increased when the SeeleN network supports the Layer2
scaling scheme.

Asynchronous Safety
SeeleN network consensus does not require complete synchronization to operate safely, and it can try to
prevent double-signature even in the face of network forks.



SeeleN DAO

A community-initiated collaborative autonomous ecology based on the SeeleN public chain. The
ecology aims to incorporate and incubate high-quality projects in all fields, including metaverse, NFT,
GameFi, energy, etc. The access, financing and issuance of all ecological projects are decided by
community voting.

SeeleN DAO has the characteristics of distributed, automated, orderly and Tokenized, in which the
autonomous Token to exercise voting rights and enjoy the right to revenue is SNP.

SeeleN DAO will continue to explore in five major areas: NFT industry applications, chain tour
industry applications, energy and carbon industry applications, DEX and financial derivative services,
and traditional medical and financial industry applications.
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Eco Wallet
Developed based on the technical characteristics of SeeleN, it is a mobile asset management tool under the SeeleN
mainnet ecosystem. It has the characteristics of asset management, multi-chain support, and cross-chain Dapp to 
meet the needs of ecological users.

Decentralized Exchanges
The decentralized exchange developed based on SeeleN technology has functions including transaction, staking,
cross-chain deposit, cross-chain withdrawal, etc., and has the following characteristics.
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SeeleN Community Super Node has decided to launch SeeleN Turbo Fund and open an ecological
project support program, aiming to provide fund support for outstanding developers and ecological
projects.

SeeleN Eco Fund is based on SeeleN DAO and helps ecological projects connect to the SeeleN
ecosystem faster and better through services such as technology research, technology promotion, product
innovation, standard setting, and financial support.

SeeleN Community Super Node has decided to build the SeeleN Turbo Fund, and open the eco-
project support program, aiming to provide fund support for outstanding developers and eco-projects.

Based on SeeleN DAO, the SeeleN Eco Fund will help eco-projects connect to the SeeleN ecosystem
faster and better through technical research, technology promotion, product innovation, standard setting,
and financial support.

Generation of Supernodes
In the Seele-N ecosystem, 21 supernodes and 100 candidate nodes will be generated globally through elections.
The information of supernodes will be published through the Seele-N block browser, which is accessible, open and
transparent to everyone.

SeeleN DAO

Responsibilities of Supernodes
In the BFT-based POS consensus mechanism, not all nodes have the right to generate blocks, and only supernodes
can become producers of blockchain. The responsibilities of supernodes are as follows:

Provide servers to ensure normal operation of nodes;
Collect transactions in the network;
Verify transactions and package them into a block;
Broadcast the block to other blocks and add the block to the local block after successful verification.
Ensure and promote project development.
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Interests of Supernodes
By means of the ecosystem architecture of decentralized autonomous organization, Seele-N can ensure that
supernodes have fully decentralized voting rights and revenue rights and conduct community governance in an open
and transparent manner. Supernodes can make decisions and supervise the future development of the platform,
participate in the construction and incubation of cooperative projects, and enhance their own influence.Ordinary
users can indirectly exercise voting governance rights by holding SNP and handing it over to the supernode for
holding and obtain supernode revenue based on the weight.

Seele Union
Super node pushes the ecological construction organization, which is responsible for the construction and
development of SeeleN ecology.



The governance token SNP is issued to realize good operation of the industrial autonomous ecology,.
SNP runs through the Seele-N ecosystem and has rich use scenarios to provide power for industrial
applications. All SNP holders can help supernodes exercise their voting rights and enjoy the benefits.

The total number of SNP is 3 million, of which 49% or 1.47 million are used for SeeleN ecological
construction, 51% or 1.53 million are used for mining out of Nerv Ledger finance management platform,
and the 1.47 million for SeeleN ecological construction is with a lock-up period of 5 years and the daily
unlocking amount is 0.55 ‰.

SeeleN DAO

The Core of SeeleN public chain is a DPoS consensus, dual Token economy architecture.
DPoS (Delegated Proof of Stake) is a kind of PoS, which inherits some of the advantages and

disadvantages of PoS. DPoS is a “representative system”, while PoS is a direct democracy, and human
history has shown that representative system is better than direct democracy. Holders exercise their
voting rights based on their holdings, rather than relying on mining to compete for book-keeping rights.
Maximize shareholder profitability and minimize the cost of maintaining network security. Maximize the
performance of the network and minimize the cost of running the network (bandwidth, CPU, etc.).

In the SeeleN public chain, SNP token is the network shares, and users become principals by staking
SNP to guarantee the safe operation of the whole network. The SEElE Token is used as a Gas token in
every transaction to protect the public chain from malicious attacks. dual Token mechanism is a very
efficient economic model, which allows Token interests to be split up to better serve their respective
purposes.

SEELE, as a function token, ensures the basic operation of the public chain, which plays a role in value 
circulation, GAS consumption, etc. The total issuance of SEELE is 30 billion, and the circulation rate is 70%.



Industrial partners cooperate with the platform to incubate projects based on specific needs after
accessing the industry-finance coupling module, and finally launched on the Seele-N value exchange
platform of industrial assets. Industrial partners can become supernodes by staking SNPs, participate in
platform governance together, and vote on platform parameters and project planning. As a supernode, it
can also enjoy SEELE income as mining pool rewards and SNP income as platform project revenue.

For ordinary users, they can participate in community governance and obtain revenue by entrusting
supernodes to others to hold on behalf of them.

The Seele-N value exchange platform of industrial assets pioneered the dual-token governance
model of "Function Token"—SEELE and "Governance Token"—SNP. In the POS model, network
contributions such as block generation and verification are provided by "Supernodes", while "SEELE" is
used to reward supernodes that make contributions; "SNP" is the core embodiment of the voting rights
and revenue rights of all participants on the platform. All rights and interests related to platform
governance, including selection of supernodes, revenue distribution, project selection and parameter
setting, will be handed over to "SNP" to exercise.



We hope Seele will become a valuable, practical and landed public chain. We consider various
technical solutions in our continuous practice and R&D. The POS solution of Ether is the most
decentralized, but the implementation of POS + slicing is very difficult and high-cost, including the
synchronization of the EVM world state under slicing, and the data inflation brought by slicing data.
These may turn Ether into an extremely bloated super node, and this will make the capital towards the
oligarchy and become less and less democratic. Our technology direction is DPOS + ZK Layer2, with
DPOS consensus on the mainnet to reduce resource consumption, and ZK Layer2 to expand more
ecologies and applications outward. At the same time, we are also developing its components to open
the connection between on-chain and off-chain, such as Prophecy Machine (Oracle), Private Compute,
etc.

Mining and Output of SNP 
ntroduction of the mining pool: There are a total of 1.53 million SNPs in the mining pool, which will be mined in 5
years, with an average daily output of 838.3562 and an annual output of 306,000.
Mining mechanism: Staking SEELE to mine SNP, settle and distribute revenue on a daily basis, calculate the daily
weight according to the staking amount and period, and distribute SNP according to the weight.

SEELE Mining Model
Introduction of the mining pool: There are a total of 6.6 billion SEELEs in the mining pool, from which transferred
in POW model. Whether to give rewards for block generation is determined and adjusted according to situation of
governance after 6 years of diminishing mining.
Mining mechanism: A total of 21 supernodes are set up in POS mining model, while rewards for block generation
are obtained according to the weight of the staked SNP number.



2022   
Q2-Q3

2022 
Q4

2022 
Q1

Initiation of the CandySwap trading

Accomplishes the two-way cross-chain function

Opens cross-chain Eco-Wallet circulation

Launches Eco-Funds

Core Eco-Projects are online

Eco-Assets are interoperable

Global community building is completed

Mainstream exchanges are covered

Forms a complete ecological closed loop

Diversified ecological project types

Flexible capital gain options

Steps into industrial and traditional fields


